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ABSTRACT
Generative adversarial networks are being used to make original, AI generated content in many
contexts, whether they are generating new works of art from a text description, or a completely
fake person. Currently this technology is not being implemented in a way such that a user can
practically interact with it in a way where users can actually use what is generated to improve their
lives. We introduce OliveAI to explore a possible implementation of generative AI technology that
users can practically and usefully interact with. OliveAI is a web app where users can provide a
desired type of food (e.g. Pasta, Pizza, Cookies, etc.) and a list of ingredients which, once
submitted, are processed through two different machine learning models on the backend to produce
an original, completely AI generated recipe complete with instructions, ingredients, a title, and a
picture of what the finished product could look like. Due to the computational complexity of this
implementation and the difficulty of navigating two separate latent spaces OliveAI can generate
some strange results, but oftentimes it does successfully generate a picture and recipe combination
that matches with what the user provided. We believe we have successfully explored a new form
of generative machine learning projects, where users interact with these models to better their lives
in a practical day-to-day use kind of way. More time spent on this project could lead to better
results as we allow for more food types to be used, dietary constraints to be taken into account, or
the time one has to cook a meal.
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BACKGROUND
Since its inception in 2014, the generative adversarial network (GAN) has been a highly prominent
topic within artificial intelligence (AI) research and has led to many of the most promising
applications in AI to date. Unlike most other machine learning models, GANs have the unique
ability to develop an understanding of a given dataset and then creatively generate completely new,
believable samples for the dataset. The GAN framework achieves this by adapting well-known
machine learning frameworks to achieve adversarial learning; wherein, two machine learning
models are pitted against one-another and, in competing with each other, continuously learn in
parallel.
Although the broad field of artificial intelligence (AI) has been continuously evolving since 1956
[1]1, the past decade has seen some of the most impactful developments in AI to date. This
explosion of new technologies in AI can largely be attributed to the development of the neural
network. This well-known machine learning framework has paved the way for the discovery of
the generative adversarial network (GAN) along with countless other advancements within AI.
Since its inception, the neural network has primarily been utilized for the task of classification,
meaning that it’s highly effective at classifying inputs into different categories. For example, a
neural network would be highly proficient in achieving the task of categorizing a picture of an
animal as a dog or a cat; however, to do this, a neural network needs hundreds — if not thousands
or millions — of labeled data points to learn from.
At a high level, it’s sufficient to know that a neural network learns to classify things like a human
does: by repeatedly making a prediction using previous experience, checking if their prediction is
true and then making behavioral adjustments when incorrect. That is to say, neural networks repeat
this process for huge sets of labeled inputs to learn how to accurately categorize a new data sample:
1. Guess classification of a data sample
2. Compare the data sample’s true classification with its guess
3. According to how far off the prediction was, alter its behavior
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Although this process is similar to how humans learn, what makes neural networks so much more
powerful is their ability to iterate through hundreds, thousands or even millions of data samples
extraordinarily quickly by leveraging the power and accessibility of modern computing
technology. Due to their ability to learn at a remarkably fast rate and their potential to be deployed
on most modern devices, neural networks have been able to outperform humans in many domains
where classification is needed.
While impressive, neural network technology was largely confined to the task of classification
until a group of researchers from the University of Montreal published a paper titled “Generative
Adversarial Nets” in 2014 [2]2. The paper presented a framework for the Generative Adversarial
Network (GAN), a new type of neural network with the goal of generating plausible, yet
completely unique entries in a dataset.
While this may sound underwhelming from a theoretical standpoint, what this truly means is the
GAN framework has the unique ability to be creative. To continue our previous example, instead
of being able to analyze a picture of a pet and tell you if it is a cat, a GAN has the incredible ability
to do the opposite: use its understanding of cats to actually generate a realistic looking image of a
cat. Below, you can see a picture of a cat that does not exist; this image was generated completely
by a GAN model [3]3 [4]4.

Figure 1: Cat Image Generated by GAN [4]
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GANs achieve this by pitting two neural networks — a generator and a discriminator — against
each other. The generator’s purpose is to understand the boundaries of the dataset to create
plausible data samples, while the discriminator is given a potential data sample and tries to
determine if the sample is real or if it was created by the generator. Hence, the generator’s goal is
to trick the discriminator, while the discriminator’s goal is to learn how to better differentiate
between real and fake data samples. This idea is called adversarial learning. Conceptually, the two
networks are playing a game against each other where each neural network tries to shift the
discriminator’s accuracy in their favor. In figure 2, you can see this framework depicted in a
diagram:

Discriminator
Generator

Figure 2: Theoretical framework of GANs.

Using the framework shown in figure 2, GANs continuously iterate through data samples with the
goal of reaching Nash equilibrium — the state where neither neural network would benefit from
changing their strategy [5]5 [6]6. After achieving Nash equilibrium, a GAN is considered to be
maximally optimized in terms of the quality of the output it produces.
Although the GAN framework was proposed less than a decade ago, the technology has gained
incredible traction within the field of machine learning due to its high potential for application.
Current applications of GAN technology include:
● Generation of photorealistic images
● Image-to-image translation (e.g. turning a photo into an artistic imitation)
● Super resolution (i.e. achieving increased resolution in low resolution images)
● Generation of training samples for neural networks classification
● Generation of speech and language (e.g. generating dialogues)
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● Generation of audio (e.g. music)
Despite the fact that many of these applications have yet to be implemented as proven solutions,
they show extraordinary promise through research. However, most of these solutions have very
limited practical applications, which is an issue we saw when exploring how to use GANs for our
project. We wanted to push GAN towards being a more practical and usable day to day application
for users everywhere, as opposed to only being useful for other Machine Learning researchers.
This line of thinking led to the conception of our project: OliveAI.
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INTRODUCING OLIVEAI
OliveAI leverages GAN technology to generate brand new and original recipes, complete with a
title, instructions, list of ingredients, and a picture of the finished product. Through the OliveAI
website, users can provide a type of food (OliveAI can generate pasta, pizza, salad, cookie, and
muffin recipes) and a list of ingredients to start with which, once submitted, are used on the
backend to generate the picture of the finished dish along with the complete recipe. We decided to
use GANs to generate recipes because we think that cooking is a perfect universal day-to-day task
that most people have to deal with. So to push GAN technology into a more practically usable
direction we thought it best to apply GAN technology to cooking and recipe generation. We made
a design diagram depicting the framework of our project that can be seen below.

Figure 3: The framework & design for OliveAI.
From the homepage of our website, users submit their desired food type and ingredients by typing
them in text boxes. This information is then transmitted with a Flask API call to the backend of
our website. The backend is made up of two different GAN models due to the computational
complexity of this project. The first model is an image generation GAN model named CookGAN.
CookGAN takes the food type and ingredient input and generates an original image of a possible
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dish that can be created with those ingredients of that food type [7]7. The second model is called
Inverse Cooking. Inverse Cooking generates a complete recipe from a picture of a dish using
similar generative machine learning techniques [8]8. So, we generate an image of a brand new AI
created dish using CookGAN, which is then fed into the Inverse Cooking model, which generates
the complete text recipe with a title, ingredients, and instructions from the generated image. The
AI generated recipe and image are then sent back to the website through a Flask API response.
The complete recipe and image are then shown to the user on the website. That is a broad overview
of the user journey through OliveAI, but next we will dive deeper into the implementations of the
backend and frontend of our project.
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OLIVEAI BACKEND
The backend of our project is coded entirely in Python. As previously stated, the backend is made
up of two different GAN models: CookGAN (generating an image of a dish from ingredients and
a food type), and Inverse Cooking (generating a recipe with a title, ingredients, and instructions
from a picture of food). The researchers that developed these models made them public through
GitHub (CookGAN, Inverse Cooking). While the source code for both of these models was
provided, they were not equally difficult to implement for the purposes of our project. We will
describe the processes of implementing these models one by one, starting with the easier model to
implement: Inverse Cooking.
The Inverse Cooking pretrained model was provided in its GitHub repository, so we did not have
to train this model ourselves. All we had to do was add the required packages to our Anaconda
Python environment and we could run this model ourselves by following the instructions on the
Inverse Cooking GitHub, albeit with images of actual dishes retrieved from the internet rather than
our own generated images. We changed this to instead look for images inside local directories, as
we store our generated images locally. We also had to change the way the model outputted the
recipe information - rather than outputting the text straight to the console we have it output the
recipe title, instructions, and ingredient list in a single JSON file, which makes it a lot easier to
display on the frontend website. It did not take us very long to get this model up and running for
our project, all we needed now was to get CookGAN set up to generate images to pass to this
Inverse Cooking model.
One concept we will mention throughout this section is how the models cross two separate “latent
spaces”. A latent space is a space between two domains where the translation between each domain
is not inherently obvious and requires some form of decision making or creativity to translate
between them. In our case, the two latent spaces we are crossing are from ingredients & food type
to a picture of a food (CookGAN), and from a picture of food to a recipe for that food (Inverse
Cooking).
CookGAN was quite cumbersome to set up mostly because of the fact that when we started work
on our project they had not yet made their pretrained model available on their GitHub (as of writing
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this it is now available and can be found when following their GitHub’s instructions). So, we
needed to train it ourselves, using Santa Clara University’s WAVE High Performance Computing
(HPC) Center, which is free for all students to use. We also had to download and migrate a massive
dataset of pairs of pictures of food and the recipes needed to create them. This dataset is named
“Recipe1M+”, and was created explicitly for projects like ours that want to analyze and leverage
machine learning to explore the relationship between pictures of food and the textual recipes and
ingredients needed to create them (another latent space) [9]9. Because the WAVE HPC GPU nodes
cannot connect to the internet, we needed to migrate this entire dataset to our project’s directory
in the HPC, which was a frustrating and time consuming process in itself. Once we had the dataset
in WAVE and had our Python Anaconda environment set up to include all required packages we
could begin training the model.
Training the different parts of CookGAN was not too difficult once we had everything set up
properly, but we quickly discovered a key limitation due to the computational complexity of
translating over the latent space between ingredients and a picture of a finished dish that includes
these ingredients. The model needs to be narrowed down when trained to focus on a certain type
of food (the examples they use in the GitHub instructions are salad, cookie, and muffin), and train
itself only on generating pictures of salad or cookies or muffins from typical ingredients for those
food types. We received some additional help from Fangda Han, one of the original researchers
that created this model, to extract the image generation functionality from the trained CookGAN
model (he also then posted some pre-trained models on the GitHub page). From here, we could
explore retraining CookGAN to handle types of food other than salad, cookies, or muffins.
We wanted our project to generate different types of food, so we changed the “food-type”
parameter (found in CookGAN/cookgan/run.sh and CookGAN/cookgan/args_cookgan.py) to a
different desired food type for our project (such as “pizza” or “pasta”) before retraining CookGAN.
So in actuality on our backend CookGAN is not a single model that generates a picture of food,
but rather several different models, of which one is selected depending on what food type the user
provides on the front end. Once we had a few trained CookGAN models we had the backbone of
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the backend, and all we had to do was stitch them together for the purposes of OliveAI’s intended
functionality.
So to finish the backend, we had to create a python script that when given a list of strings of
ingredients (ex: [“flour”, “chocolate”, “sugar”]) and a string food type (ex: “muffin”), generates
an image of a finished dish of that food type using the provided ingredients using the required
CookGAN model (in this case, the pretrained muffin model). We then have this image generation
script save the generated image in a predetermined location locally. Then, we call a script that uses
the Inverse Cooking model to generate a complete recipe from the generated image. That script
pulls the generated image from the local directory where we save the CookGAN generated image,
and then generates a JSON file containing the recipe text, title text, ingredients text, and
instructions text. Once we had the backend complete, we began work on the frontend of our
website and the API that would call the backend and retrieve the result recipe & image.

Figure 4: CookGAN image output given food-type of “salad” with ingredients “lettuce,
tomatoes, carrots”

Figure 5: Inverse Cooking output for the above image of salad
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OLIVEAI FRONTEND
Our frontend design for OliveAI consisted of three components. These components being the
visual design, the ability for user interaction, and the creation of a web server to be able to
communicate with our backend. In developing our frontend solution, each component played a
role in the success of the others. The connection between our frontend and backend via our Flask
API was important for the success of giving our users the ability to interact with the website and
input their desired food type and own list of ingredients. In giving our users this ability, along with
setting up our frontend to communicate with our backend, it lets our users connect with our
machine learning models more directly in generating images and recipes. And the visual design of
our website was important for displaying these generated images and recipes to our users to not
only showcase the GAN technology at work, but to also give our users a hands-on experience in
how this technology could be applied to a universal, day-to-day task such as cooking. Now we will
describe each of these frontend components starting with the visual design.
The frontend visual design went through various iterations. Having our users interact with the
website was always a key component to implement but how our users were to interact with our
site evolved as we developed OliveAI to its current form. The initial design we brainstormed was
to have three generated dishes presented to the user based on a food genre the user wanted. For
instance, a user would choose a genre like Italian food and three generated dishes of Italian cuisine
would be displayed on the website for a user to choose from. In then choosing their desired dish,
the generated recipe of that dish would be displayed for the user. However, as we began
implementing our CookGAN model, we realized that a user food type, not genre, would be needed
as the input from the user and then further realized that due to the computational complexities
discussed in our OliveAI Backend section for CookGAN, the model would need to be trained to
focus on a specific food type which resulted in us only having salad, cookie, muffin, pizza and
pasta for users to select from. As a result, we evolved our design to capture a desired food type
from the user and also implemented an ingredients input for users to add in any ingredients they
wanted along with their selection of the food type. Because CookGAN generates images of dishes
from a food type and food ingredients.
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Now understanding the features for user interaction we wanted to have, it was time to implement
the ability for our users to interact with the website and provide their own inputs. We concluded
our current frontend visual design to consist of a brief description of our project along with input
boxes for users to input their desired food type and ingredients on the homepage, and in submitting
these inputs the user would be directed to our generation page where the generated image and
recipe would be displayed along with more input boxes for users to input new selections. The
homepage design can be seen in figure 4 below and our generation page can be seen later in figure
5. To actually make this visual design a functional website, we utilized programming languages
HTML and CSS to develop the structure and styling of our website on the web, and JavaScript to
allow users to interact with our website. All core technologies of the World Wide Web that not
only let us showcase our website and provide basic functionality, but would also enable us to create
a web server. The final component that would connect our frontend with our backend and tie our
OliveAI project together.

Figure 6: The Home Page for OliveAI.
The creation of a web server was a key component in connecting our frontend with our backend
and machine learning models because it allowed us to send requests and receive responses that
would be crucial in communicating our users’ inputs to our machine learning models for our
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generated image and recipe outputs. And we were able to develop this web server’s foundation
with the technology we already used for our users to be able to interact with our site, being
JavaScript. JavaScript is a scripting language that enables us to create dynamic web pages. Our
web page needed to be dynamic because we were working with displaying dynamic content of
generated outputs based on user inputs. On top of this, JavaScript contains plenty of frameworks
and libraries that enable us to do more than create dynamic web pages such as creating web servers
and handling HTTP requests and responses. To implement this, we used two JavaScript
technologies called Node.js and Express.
Node.js is a run-time environment that sets the foundation for creating our web server, and Express
is a web application framework for Node.js that lets us manage our web server and the routes and
API in our application. Routes enable our web application to carry out different processes
depending on which route is called. For instance, after a user submits their desired food type and
ingredients, our web application would redirect to a route via URL, which we named “/generate,”
and this route is then mapped to a handler in our web application that facilitates the API
communication process with our backend. Therefore, after setting up our server to run and our
web application routes with both Node.js and Express, we needed to properly connect to our
Python script on the backend to be able run our machine learning models with the user inputs from
our frontend. We did this with our Flask API.
Flask is a micro web framework for creating APIs in Python and an API is an application
programming interface that allows two applications to communicate with each other. Since our
machine learning models were written in Python, and our frontend web server was written in
JavaScript, the only way for these two applications to communicate with each other was through
our Flask API. Therefore, our web application was set up to message this API in our “/generate”
route handler and included our user inputs of desired food type and ingredients. Our backend was
then able to receive these inputs in the API message it received from the frontend and begin
operating as was detailed in our backend section above. And after generating the image and recipe
from our machine learning models, our frontend would wait for a successful API response message
sent back from the backend. After receiving this response, the frontend would then access our local
directories where the generated image and recipe were stored and display these outputs on our
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frontend via our visual design with HTML and CSS for the user to see. Which can be seen in figure
5 below. Creating the final link in connecting all the different components of our frontend together,
and communicating with our backend to result in our finished OliveAI product we have today.

Figure 7: The Generation Page for OliveAI.
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OLIVEAI RESULTS
Unfortunately, currently OliveAI does not give perfect recipes that match the user provided food
type and ingredients every time they are submitted, and we believe this happens for one major
reason. That is, the fact that our backend involves two different models translating between two
separate latent spaces. As previously mentioned, we have a model that translates from a food type
and ingredients to a picture (CookGAN), and one that translates from a picture of food to the
complete recipe (Inverse Cooking). Oftentimes these models end up “thinking differently” and
make different decisions when translating between their latent spaces. For instance, CookGAN
may be given an input of “pasta” with the ingredients “noodles, chicken” and generate what it
thinks is an extremely accurate picture of pasta with chicken and noodles. Then, when Inverse
Cooking attempts to generate a recipe for that picture it may see the picture as something as faroff as Kool-Aid pickles, or even Vodka. This happens because the models are rarely in tune with
what they are thinking, which isn’t helped by the quality of images we generate. Inverse Cooking
is trained on pristine pictures of actual food, and when it receives a blurrier and more vague picture
from CookGAN sometimes it makes some puzzling choices when generating the recipe. However,
we see this as an interesting facet of our project and the state of GAN technology rather than a
failure. We still believe (as we will mention in our conclusion) that this project is successful as an
exploration into using GAN technology practically. Next we will cover some of the ethical
considerations we dealt with when creating this project.
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ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Although this project serves primarily as an exploratory proof of concept, GAN technology as a
whole involves many applicable ethical quandaries. For example, one ethical dilemma posed by
GAN models that produce art (e.g. music or digital paintings) is the consideration of intellectual
property rights. Should music made by a GAN model be considered intellectual property of
whoever designed the AI model? Furthermore, many art-producing AI models are designed to
mimic specific artists by training the model using their work. For example, one could use
Beyoncé’s music to train a GAN model in order to create similar music to Beyoncé. Since
Beyoncé’s intellectual property was indirectly used to generate the AI’s music, should she have
ownership of the AI’s music? This continues to be a hot topic of discussion within the legal and
music industries [10]10. In relation to our model in particular, it could be worth asking the question:
To what degree is our model composed of the creative work of the millions of chefs that helped
create the recipes that our model used as training data? Furthermore, to what extent are the outputs
of the model their shared property?
In addition, as GAN technology evolves, the potential for its misuse continues to grow. In
particular, we must consider the ethical implications of instances such as deepfake misuse, now
that “deepfake” technology evolves past the point of human detection. There have already been
several cases of deepfake misuse wherein celebrity’s faces have been used for the creation of
deepfake explicit sexual images without their consent [11]11. In addition, deepfake technology has
the potential to influence politics as we know it; especially considering the fact that we receive
almost all of our political information through digital means. While researchers continue to
develop complex machine learning models to detect the use of deepfake technology [12]12, the
field is evolving so fast that researchers sometimes struggle to keep up. In this sense, it is important
to consider that our exploration moves humanity one small step closer towards a world where
GAN technology is highly prevalent and capable. With the possibility of such radical change,
always comes the potential for radical misuse of such technology.
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Looking towards our project in particular, there are many ethical considerations revolving around
the fact that the model is creating recipes for dishes that humans will be consuming. That is to say,
it is very well possible that our model could create a dish that is unhealthy in some way or, if this
technology was habitually used, it could lead to an unhealthy diet. In a similar sense, our model
also does not account for dietary restrictions or allergies, meaning there is no functionality to
specify that it doesn’t add an allergen to a dish you’re generating. In addition, our model has no
understanding of how certain allergens may be indirectly cooked into a dish. One easy example of
this could be that our model creates a dish with chocolate in it and someone who is highly allergic
to dairy might not know that the chocolate contains dairy. Consequences of such an incident could
include hospitalization or even death.
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FUTURE WORK
Despite the success of our project, there are still several elements of our project that could be
further improved as well as future functionality that could be added. One current limitation that
our model has is the small set of food types that it is capable of creating. As it currently stands, we
were only able to generate 5 food types due to the computational complexity involved with training
a large number of individual food types. If we were to tackle this problem in a future iteration of
the model, we could continue with the same process we’ve been using to incorporate different food
types into our next model; however, a more versatile solution would be to train a generalist model
that crosses boundaries between different types of food.
This generalist model would most likely be significantly more usable since the user doesn’t need
to specify a food type to the model in order to generate a dish. In addition, the model would not be
as constrained by a food type and could start to become more creative with exploring new types
of food that blur food genres. One significant consideration to ponder before pursuing this would
be the amount of computational complexity that a generalist model would demand, as it would
need to deepen its understanding of food so well that it develops an understanding of the different
types of food types on its own.
Another potential addition to this project would be the addition of specifying dietary restrictions.
By enabling this functionality, we would be able to effectively solve a problem that many people
who have intense (or multiple) dietary restrictions face: the issue of not having enough recipes to
cook or finding satisfactory recipe substitutes for common dishes. If dietary restriction
functionality were added to our model, we would be able to get even closer to achieving our
mission of making a practical application of generative AI technology.
One final avenue for future work would also be improving the reliability of the model, as there
were times when it was unable to successfully create a food-like image from the user inputs. As a
result, the second model created a completely unrelated recipe from what the users expected. A
potential solution for this would be to follow a more logical process towards solving this problem,
by first creating a recipe for a new dish, and then generating an image of what that dish would look
like. With that being said, this concept was the initial idea for our design, but the existing GAN
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models we were able to access could not provide such functionality. As such, if this model were
to be created, completely new models would need to be created, or existing models that others
have created would need to be adapted and consequently fine-tuned.
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CONCLUSION
In the pursuit of exploring more practical applications of generative AI, our project took on the
challenge of generating new recipe instructions and images through the use of GAN technology.
In doing so, our team was able to gain a working knowledge of how GAN models function and
can be interfaced with to create a user-friendly application. By the end of our project, our fullstack web application was capable of generating recipes for multiple food types (e.g. Pasta, Pizza,
Cookies, etc.) from a user input of ingredients. The results had a small degree of inconsistency,
but were highly successful in terms of exploring this unique application. If the suggestions
described in the future work section were to be implemented, this application could feasibly be a
practical application for GAN technology in daily life.
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